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ABSTRACT Testing complex micro-networks requires the availability of specialized laboratories and inter-
connected devices. This paper describes the development of a controller-hardware-in-the-loop simulation
in the context of the microgrid. This approach provides genuine testing and debugging environment for
converter controllers in microgrid under various test conditions by means of real-time simulation. It is
also viable to test microgrid dispatching strategies. The platform structure and real-time simulation issues
including modeling, circuit partition, and multi-rate design are studied, demonstrating the rationality, and
transferability of the design scheme. In the interest of studying the integration of distributed energy resources,
a novel low-level control method, which enables the power converters to function as both grid-supplying
and grid-supporting, is tested. Some practical implementation issues of the theoretical control algorithm are
exposed and alleviated, which shows the value of hardware-in-the-loop simulation, and at the same time
contributes evidence to modifying theoretical algorithms in industrial applications.

INDEX TERMS Ancillary service, distributed energy resources, hardware-in-the-loop, microgrid.

I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), popularly referring to
Renewable Energy Resources (RESs) and Electrical Energy
Storage (EES), are of interest to many countries nowadays,
as they are foreseen to be promising participants in the evo-
lution of power systems. DERs have been integrated mostly
as supplementary generation but on the other hand, are casti-
gated for lacking natural inertia, for the low controllability
in terms of distribution system, and for the unpredictable
yield of RESs. This not only challenges the reliability of the
network, also results in a passive distribution grid with over-
rated installed capacity. Numerous studies are conducted on
grid-tied converters to mitigate the adverse effects by deploy-
ing the high controllability of power electronics, reinforc-
ing DERs’ roles of grid-feeding [1], grid-supporting [2]–[4]
and even grid-forming [5], [6]. Therefore, advanced simu-
lation methods are called for and co-simulations supported
by Controller Hardware-In-the-Loop (C-HIL) technique
stand out, responding to the demand for DER integration
study [7]–[10]. HIL is industrially significant. It avoids
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crashing the costly part of the system and guarantees safety
and at the same time, it offers a large coverage of test condi-
tions and traceable replicas of the same tests [11], [12]. More
importantly, it is independent from the long-term waiting of
the construction of real The main purpose of this article is to
offer a guided methodology for the realization of a hardware
in the loop system aimed at the development of the control
algorithm. As an example, we consider a micro-network
consisting of a synchronous generator and a PV, in which
we want to study a simple algorithm for frequency control.
This approach, although simplified, allows to highlight the
problems and the methodological solutions necessary for
the correct implementation of the problem. This in different
scales is one of the most interesting and challenging aspects
of the microgrids landscape [6].

The work starts from the idea of creating a generalized
framework for the simulation of electrical systems. This
framework has already been presented by the authors pre-
viously [13], although it is limited to the photovoltaic part
only. In this work we want to focus on the integration
of DERs from the point of view of algorithms developed
by digital controllers. Meanwhile, the concept of a plat-
form for C-HIL co-simulation in the microgrid is extended.
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FIGURE 1. Functional diagram of the proposed C-HIL framework.

This process is not without limitations and problems that
need to be somehow formalized and highlighted: The cir-
cuit partition and speed correspondence, resulting in a cor-
responding level of accuracy and stability margin of the
platform [14]–[16].

The case we want to validate is the one already widely
discussed in [17], but now developed to offer a benchmark
to highlight the salient aspects of the implementation. On the
one hand we would like to verify the performance of the con-
trol, but on the other hand we also expect to reveal the prob-
lems of the theoretical algorithm of continuous control in the
practical implementation and then to improve the algorithm
based on the evidence provided by the simulation C-HIL.
First of all, the implementation of the C-HIL system will be
presented, and then it will be expanded in the implementation
and simulation aspects. The DER integration study is dis-
cussed in Section III, in order to clarify the context in which
we move. Finally, the conclusion is reported in Section IV.

II. REAL-TIME C-HIL DESIGN
In this chapter, we will demonstrate how we build the
RT simulation to verify the approach and how to transform
it to the C-HIL. On one hand, it will verify the effectiveness
of the approach; on the other hand, the C-HIL test will
demonstrate the predictable undesired phenomena in practi-
cal implementation. The construction of the C-HIL system
follows the structure shown in Fig. 1, incorporating a Real
Time Simulator (RTS), the chosen ES and their respective
graphical user interface (GUI) systems. The aim of studying
grid-tied converter control makes the RTS a digital microgrid
emulator including all the electrical equipment and control
algorithms except for the one to be tested. The chosen ES
therefore takes the responsibility of executing control codes
while seeing the RTS as a microgrid. The ES and the RTS
communicate with each other by their analog and digital
peripherals: the controlled variables are delivered by analog-
digital converters and the pulses for converter control are
transmitted through digital terminals. The GUI at the con-
troller side provides on-the-fly tuning of control parameters
and supervision of intermediate variables while the GUI
at the microgrid side enables arbitrary test conditions and

TABLE 1. Signal list for RTS.

TABLE 2. Signal list for ES.

real-time observation of grid status. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
both the ES and RTS feature a sandwich structure: with the
control code or microgrid model as a core and reaching for
peripherals via input and output software. For one thing, this
guarantees solid communication, and for another, it creates
software modeling of the interface in reality, as in this case
the sensors, filters and conditioning circuits.

The signal lists of RTS and ES are shown respectively in
TABLE 1 and 2 which keep the consistency and viability of
signal-interfacing. The interfacing signals are the voltages
Va,b,c and currents Ia,b,c at the point of common coupling
(PCC) and the control pulses for 3-phase bridge grid-tied
converter Sa,b,c. In order to deceive the ES into thinking it
is functioning in a real microgrid, the analog voltage and
current signals amplified by the RTS must not have lower
resolution, as indicated in the tables. At the same time, they
must be results iterated theoretically at least twice as fast as
the sampling rate of the ES. Since the minimum two times
is a result of scaling and shifting, five to ten times’ solution
is suggested in practice [18]. In our case, the solution of five
times is taken. Even though the control is executed at 10 kHz,
which is common in industry, the PWM pulses are generated
by a slave processor with a time resolution of 50 ns to ensure
delicate converter control. Trying to behave as real microgrid,
the RTSmust catch every moment of change of the pulses and
thus oversampling is required and here it is 50 MHz.

Finally, knowledge of the two digital devices is notable,
for it contributes to the best performance and the maximum
scale of the whole simulation system. The chosen RTS is
based on programmable SoC which can be configured to
activate up to 4 processing cores. The simulation therefore
is able to run at a fundamental real-time simulation step of
microsecond level and multi-rate is supported. It is equipped
with 16 analog inputs and 16 analog outputs with updating
rate up to 1 MHz, and 32 digital inputs with oversampling
of 50 MHz and 32 digital outputs with updating rate up
to 2MHz. The RTS is equipped with a machine solver and
it handles the switching behavior of power electronics in
matrix. The target ES is based on master powerPC and slave
DSP structure. The master is equipped with 1 A/D converter
(ADC) multiplexed to four channels and 4 parallel ADCs;
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FIGURE 2. The general view of the microgrid considered. The RT control
runs the algorithm of the proposed ancilary service and exchange data
with the real-time simulation of the whole grid (RT microgrid). Two
different real time simulator are used for the implementation.

the slave is equipped with high-resolution PWM outputs.
Va,b,c are sampled by the parallel ADCs while Ia,b,c are
sampled by the multiplexed ADCs.

A. REAL-TIME MODELING
The microgrid system is depicted in Fig. 2, composed of a
250 kW synchronous generation system, a 100 kW (under
standard test condition) PV plant with a 150 kW 3-phase
inverter, transmission lines of 100 m and 300 m, a fixed
176 kW load and a configurable 30 kW, −3 kvar load. The
functional modules are modeled separately with input(s) and
output(s) using Tustin Method and thus they can be reused in
other configurations and can be coded on other RTSs as well.

1) PV ARRAY
Practical single diode model as shown in Fig. 3, which
is also known as the five parameters model, is commonly
used to model PV panel. However, this model results in an
algebraic loop which must be solved or broken. The sim-
ple unit delay insertion causes instability, hence root-finding
algorithm should be applied. Knowing the algebraic loop is
an exponential equation, Lambert W function [19] can be
utilized to simplify the question and then the Lambert W
function will be approximated by iterative methods. Hal-
ley’s method finds the root faster than Newton’s method
but on the other hand requires more calculation within one
iteration. Even though Lambert W function together with
Halley’s method reduces the number of iterations, it never
eliminates the iterative procedure. The unpredictable iterative
action is critical in real-time simulation, especially when the
PV is feeding a switching converter. Therefore, a simplified
PV model is suggested by removing the shunt resistor and
thus eliminating the algebraic loop, showing a compromise
between the detail of model and computing capability.

FIGURE 3. Electrical equivalent of the PV panel model and algebraic loop
to be managed.

The discrete model of a PV array can thus be expressed as
the following equations:

vpv_array(n) =(
vT_array(n)ln(

isc_array(n)− ipv_array(n− 1)
i0_array(n)

+ 1)

−
Nser
Npar

Rsipv_array(n− 1)
)

i0_array(n) =
Npar isc_module(n)

e
(
voc_module(n)/vT_module(n)

)
− 1

isc_module(n) =
G(n)
GSTC

(
ISTCsc_module + µsc(T (n)− T

STC )
)

isc_array(n) = isc_module(n)Npar
voc_module(n) = V STC

oc_module + µoc(T (n)− T
STC )

vT_module(n) =
AkT (n)Ncell

q
vT_array(n) = vT_module(n)Nser

(1)

whereG, T , ipv_array and vpv_array are the three inputs and one
output of the model: irradiance, temperature, output current
with unit delay and output voltage of the PV array; ISTCsc_module
and V STC

oc_module are the short-circuit current and the open-
circuit voltage of the PV module tested under standard test
condition (STC), i.e. under GSTC and T STC ; A is the diode
ideality factor and Ncell is the number of cells that construct
onemodule;Rs is the equivalent output series resistance of the
module; µsc and µoc are the temperature drift coefficients of
the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage tested
in the unit of module; Nser and Npar show the number of
modules in a string and the number of strings in an array;
k is Boltzmann constant and q is electron charge; vT and
i0 represent thermal voltage and diode saturation current.

2) 3-PHASE INVERTER
The output of the PV array is connected to a voltage source
converter (VSC) with stabilizing capacitor as shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, the PV output current ipv and DC side voltage vDC
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FIGURE 4. 3-phase inverter: (a) DC side capacitor (b) Voltage source
converter.

can be calculated from DC side current iDC and PV output
voltage vpv:

[
ipv(z)
vDC (z)

]
=

1
y0 + y1z−1

[
a0 + a1z−1 b0 + b1z−1

c0 + c1z−1 d0 + d1z−1

]
[
vpv(z)
iDC (z)

]
y0 = R′s + RDC +

2R′sRDCCDC
Ts

y1 = R′s + RDC −
2R′sRDCCDC

Ts
a0 = 1+

2RDCCDC
Ts

a1 = 1−
2RDCCDC

Ts
b0 = b1 = c0 = c1 = RDC
d0 = d1 = −R′sRDC

(2)

where CDC and RDC are the DC link components; R′s is a
tiny series resistance to avoid topological conflict; Ts is the
sampling time.

As for the inverter, the relationship can be described
according to the switching behavior:

van(n)vbn(n)
vcn(n)

 = vDC (n)
3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2


Sa(n)Sb(n)
Sc(n)


iDC (n) =

[
Sa(n) Sb(n) Sc(n)

]ia(n)ib(n)
ic(n)


(3)

where van,bn,cn are phase voltages and ia,b,c are phase currents
at AC side; Sa,b,c represent the controlled status of the 3-phase
bridge: S = 1 means the upper switch is on while S = 0
indicates the lower switch is on.

3) LCL FILTER
The grid-tied converter is coupled to the grid through LCLfil-
ter. However, due to hardware resource restriction, the model
is partitioned into two parts exactly at this filter. For clarity,
a single phase model is given in Fig. 5 to demonstrate dis-
crete modeling method omitting resistive components. The
primary circuit incorporates a converter side inductor L1 and
a shunt capacitor C and it is ended by a controlled current

FIGURE 5. Circuit equivalent of the partitioned LCL filter used in the
real-time simulation.

source which replicates the secondary side current but with
one step delay. The secondary side circuit is supplied by a
controlled voltage source which amplifies the output voltage
of the primary side with one step delay and connect to the grid
through a grid side inductor L2. Therefore the discrete model
of the partitioned LCL filter can be expressed as:

[
vpri(z)
iconv(z)

]
=

1
2∑
i=0

yiz−i


2∑
i=0

aiz−i
2∑
i=0

biz−i

2∑
i=0

ciz−i
2∑
i=0

diz−i


[
vconv(z)
ipri(z)

]

isec(z) =
1+ z−1

2L2
Ts

(1− z−1)

(
vsec(z)− vgrid (z)

)
vsec(z) = z−1vpri(z)
ipri(z) = z−1isec(z)

[y0 y1 y2] = [1+
4L1C
T 2
s

2(1−
4L1C
T 2
s

) 1+
4L1C
T 2
s

]

[a0 a1 a2] = [d0 d1 d2] = [1 2 1]

[b0 b1 b2] = [−
2L1
Ts

0
2L1
Ts

]

[c0 c1 c2] = [−
2C
Ts

0
2C
Ts

]

(4)

where vconv and iconv are the output voltage and current of
the converter; vpri, ipri, vsec and isec are the voltages and
currents at the primary side and the secondary side of the
circuit partitioner; vgrid is the voltage of the coupling point.

4) TRANSMISSION LINES AND LOADS
Transmission lines are modeled according to R − L struc-
ture. Assuming the loads are resistive and inductive-resistive,
the real-time modeling of load and transmission line can
be combined. Therefore, the current flowing through an
inductive-resistive component symbolized as Rl and Ll can
be obtained by:

il(z) =
1+ z−1

(1+ 2Ll
TsRl

)+ (1− 2Ll
TsRl

)z−1
(
vnode1(z)− vnode2(z)

)
(5)
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where vnode1 and vnode2 are the two nodes joined by the
component; il is the current flowing from node1 to node2.
If it is a load, Vnode2 = 0.

B. OTHER REAL-TIME ISSUES
The RTS differentiates the real-time simulation from offline
simulation in the limit hardware resources, i.e. computing
power [20]. So in the following paragraphs, we will discuss
the realization of the simulated system from circuit partition
andmulti-rate aspects which are significant approaches to use
the RTS to the fullest.

1) CIRCUIT PARTITION
As it is depicted in Fig. 6 (a), the microgrid system can be
seen as a six-node power system with switching devices.
Since the total computing load is contributed by both nodal
equations and update of state variables, the number of nodes
and the sizes of admittance matrices of subsystems are
detrimental [21]. However, the switching devices enforce
repeat calculation under different switching statuses of all
related matrices by 2ws times, where ws is the weight of
the switch. In order to reduce calculations or to reduce the
size of the whole matrix, less nodes and state variables are
promoted to connect to the switches. Fig. 6 (b) is a graphical
description of computing load before partitioning, includ-
ing nodal equations and state variables history update. Each
calculation point has its own size of matrix, which can be
expressed as weight wi (i = 1, . . . , 16). Because of the
existence of inverter (3 pairs of half-bridge), configurable
load (sw1 in Fig. 2) and PV Plant connection switch (sw2 in
Fig. 2), the amount of calculation is Ccore1 = 2(3+1+1) ·
16∑
i=1

wi. It indicates that the matrix of the whole system is

giant because of the 32 replicas of the 16 groups of vari-
ables. Therefore, an ideal transformer model (ITM) has been
adopted to decouple the circuit into two sub-circuits and the
method has been shown in Fig. 5. The ITM is placed inside the
LCL output filter of the PV plant, more specifically, between
the capacitorC and the inductor L2 with the controlled current
source feeding back the PV generation and the controlled
voltage source interfacing to the grid. This ITM amplifies the
voltages of C and supplies them to L2 terminal; at the same
time, it senses the currents of L2 and feeds them back to C
terminal. The computing burden after partitioning is shown
in Fig. 6 (c) with the 3-phase inverter in one computing unit

involving far less calculation points: C ′core1 = 23 ·
16∑
i=13

wi and

the rest even though with many calculation points but few

switches: C ′core2 = 2(1+1) ·
13∑
i=1

wi. As a result, the partitioned

computing loads of the two sub-circuits are 25% and 3%
instead of 145% from one complete circuit, guaranteeing
viable utilization of RTS and permitting expansion of the
microgrid scale.

This placement of ITM is based on a comprehensive con-
sideration of not only hardware resource occupancy, but also

FIGURE 6. Graphical description of computing load. (a) The 6-node
system. (b) Computing load before partitioning. (c) Computing load after
partitioning.

accuracy, stability and variable coherence [22]–[25]. Firstly,
the LCL filter ensures accuracy by limiting the frequency of
the entering signals. This is because that the ITM is achieved
digitally with one-step command delay and one-step feed-
back delay, and thus it is sensitive to the high frequency
stimulus. Secondly, knowing that the PV plant connects to
a microgrid composed of transmission lines, loads and a syn-
chronous generator, the voltage-amplified ITM brings larger
stability margin by being placed closer to the stimulus. And
finally, this placement does not cause topological conflicts
and therefore, no auxiliary circuits, which distort the simula-
tion results, are required to guarantee variable coherence.

2) MULTI-RATE SYSTEM
The system has been designed as multi-rate. Not only does
it balance computing burden and simulation performance,
it also plays an important role in reliable interfacing. The
fundamental simulation step is set as 1µs andmost nodes and
state variables are calculated or updated at this rate. Due to the
slow dynamic characteristics, the synchronous generation has
been assigned a 5 kHz rate. The multi-rate assignment around
the interface is shown in Fig. 7 (a). At the real-time control
side, sampling, control algorithm and carrier frequency are
all set to 10 kHz which is common in electrical system and
furthermore, the 20 MHz PWM generation helps produce
fine pulses with resolution of 0.05 %. At the real-time model
side, the pulses are sampled at 50 MHz with high accuracy.
Finally, the pulses are delivered to the inverter at 1 MHz.
We can infer from the above information that the controlled
variables, i.e. the voltages and currents at the coupling point,
must contain components of the 10 kHz switching frequency.
Therefore, these variables are firstly sampled internally
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FIGURE 7. Interfacing method and execution rates (underlined). (a) C-HIL
simulation. (b) Offline simulation. (c) Field test.

at 1 MHz, and then filtered with the cut-off frequency
of 2 kHz executed at 50 kHz. Delays are added to emulate
the real signal transmission. Finally, the signals are ampli-
fied by the DACs. By emulating the limit bandwidth of the
sensors and conditioning circuit, the aliasing issues are also
eliminated.

III. DER INTEGRATION STUDY ON C-HIL
A novel ancillary service has been proposed previously
in [17] to help recover frequency transients. The approach
leverages the reactive power by controlling the grid-tied con-
verters when the distributed generation is not working under
the full power rating and thus it does not require additional
reserves. Therefore, it is appropriate for established power
systems to further improve frequency transients and at the
same time increases utilization of the installed equipment.
We use a PV to exploit some properties it has, including that
of not needing to adjust the frequency of a rotating mass, as in
the case of wind turbines, while it can be easily replicated
with storage systems. In the first case the algorithms are
more complex and in literature there are some examples [26],
while in the case of the battery storage system the algorithm
used can be the same, with the advantage to work also in
charging phase In order to slow down the frequency change
during a step load transient, the electromagnetic torque must
be stabilized. The electromagnetic torque is a comprehensive

result of armature voltage, electromotive force and their elec-
tric angle. Traditional frequency-regulation ancillary services
compensate directly the variation of the active power and thus
slow down the change of electric angle, gaining time for the
prime mover. The proposed approach, however, influences
the armature voltage by injecting / absorbing reactive power
to / from the grid.

In the context of the predefined microgrid, this ancillary
service is integrated into the PV control strategy, as it is shown
in Fig. 8. The measurement and Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
blocks sample the PCC information and transform it into
d,q-axis components, thus frequency, d,q voltages and cur-
rents, and phase angle are all available for the the control loop.
According to themeasured ambient conditions, themaximum
active power generation is firstly estimated. At the same time,
a reactive power reference for the control loop is generated by
the deviation of frequency apart from the reference, achieving
a reactive power control where the current references in d,q
axis can be calculated knowing the power and voltage esti-
mation. In the inner current close-loop, PI control is applied.

A. C-HIL TEST OF ANCILLARY SERVICE
In order to check its feasibility in practical implementation,
the ancillary service has been tested on the C-HIL microgrid
simulation platform. The ancillary service has proved effec-
tive on damping frequency overshooting byC-HIL simulation
with the results shown in Fig. 9, reducing the frequency
overshooting by 12.5 % and damping the rate of change of
frequency (ROCOF). But at the same time, it slows down the
recovery of the voltage transients as expected before.

However in the observation of intermediate variables,
a bias of reactive power is detected at the microgrid model
side as it is shown in Fig. 10. This incorrect recognition of
reactive power by the ES induces undesirable reactive power
flow and probably leads to performance abatement of the
ancillary service. In steady state, where the reactive power
should be zero, a significant amount of reactive power has
been found flowing through the PV system without being
noticed by its control system, reaching about 6% of its nomi-
nal generation. Therefore, in the following subsections, stud-
ies are made to understand the phenomenon and to improve
the algorithm in practice.

B. VARIABLE TRANSMISSION
The ancillary service was proposed under the assumption that
the transmission of controlled variables had infinite band-
width, unit gain and zero latency. Therefore, we firstly start
from the analysis of the variable transmission chain. Fig. 7 has
illustrated the variable transmission processes with execution
rates underlined in C-HIL, in offline simulation and in field
test respectively. The field test consists of a digital ES and an
analog electrical system. C-HIL is able to use the same ES
but has to generate the continuous variables and to emulate
the analog devices out of necessity for interface, in a digital
way. Several aspects make C-HIL simulation approximate to
field test: 1) The microgrid is simulated at a fundamental
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FIGURE 8. Ancillary service implemented in PV system.

FIGURE 9. Performance of ancillary service during transients.
(a) Improvement on frequency transients. (b) Influence on voltage
transients.

FIGURE 10. C-HIL PV reactive power seen by the controller (blue) and
seen by the microgrid (orange).

rate of 1 MHz, which is a sufficient approximation to reality;
2) The 50 MHz oversampling at the control command
receiver side does not miss any control command update;

3) The analog controlled variables update five times as fast
as the control reading; 4) Neglecting the accuracy issues
and noise, C-HIL tries to emulate the transducer and signal
conditioning circuit by filtering and introducing delay, cor-
responding to the bandwidth of transducers and operational
amplifiers and their response time. Offline simulation, on the
contrary, programs the whole system digitally for theoretical
proof, hence in the absence of interface, only the ideal system
is usually considered, in other words, the controlled variables
are delivered to the control under 1MHz bandwidth, unit gain
and zero latency. Moreover, the offline test’s 1 MHz variable
reading, algorithm execution and command update break the
natural frequency barrier set by the digital processor. Without
thorough consideration of features of ES and interface, offline
simulation may provide results that cannot be replicated in
reality.

By and large, C-HIL simulation is closer to field test than
offline simulation is, due to the inclusion of real ES and the
awareness of the interface. So, the incorrect recognition of
reactive power may be because of the ideal-condition-based
ancillary service.

C. ANCILLARY SERVICE IMPROVEMENT
Since the ancillary service is implemented in d-q coordinate,
a phase locked loop (PLL) is used to synchronize voltages at
the coupling point. The obtained phase angle is then applied
in Park Transformation of PV output currents and in Inverse
Park Transformation of modulation wave. So, the accuracy
of the phase angle differential between the voltages and
currents determines the accuracy of the transformed currents
in the d-q coordinate set by the voltages. The transformed
voltages and currents are the feedback of control loop and
the elements used to calculate the power. Therefore, in the
digital realization of the algorithm, it is necessary to cor-
rect the phase angle according to the knowledge of variable
transmission.

As themapping of variable transmission shown in Fig. 7 (a)
has indicated, the non-ideal sections are anti-aliasing fil-
ter, response delay and quantization process. The induced
distortion of variables is mainly reflected on absolute
time delay and phase delay. For the fundamental wave is
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FIGURE 11. C-HIL PV reactive power seen by the controller (blue) and
seen by the microgrid (orange) after modifying the ancillary service.

essential to the control, we focus only on the 50 Hz com-
ponent and thus we are able to transform phase delay to
time delay. The transducers are tested experimentally under
the nominal voltage and current level of the PV plant and
the delay of the 50 Hz components are recorded as tVT for
voltage transducer and tCT for current transducer. The anti-
aliasing filter is designed as a set of 1st order low pass filters
in z-domain. Based on the derived phase delay, the delay time
of the 50 Hz component can be obtained as tLPF_V and tLPF_I .
In our C-HIL experiment, 3-phase voltages are sampled by
parallel ADCs (tconversion = 800 ns) while 3-phase currents
are sampled by multiplexed ADCs (tconversion = 2 µs) and
the sampling is done every 100 µs. The time duration, from
the instant when the analog signals are ready to the moment
at which the controller obtained the quantified values, can be
roughly estimated and recorded as tsampling_V and tsampling_I .
Different execution sequences result in different tsampling_I ,V .
Obviously, arranging the voltage sampling just ahead of
the current sampling in the program will lead to the least
time shift between voltage and current variables. Besides,
the round-off action in the quantization process introduces
time delay as well. Taking the mean value as the approxi-
mation, the time delay can be estimated as half the sampling
period, i.e. tquantization = 50 µs. Therefore, the time delays of
the voltages and currents can be estimated as:

tdelay_V = tVT + tLPF_V + tsampling_V + tquantization (6)

tdelay_I = tCT + tLPF_I + tsampling_I + tquantization (7)

The phase angle differential between the voltages and cur-
rents are thus obtained. Before the Park Transformation of the
currents, the phase angle can be corrected by compensating
the differential.

We have modified the ancillary service with phase angle
compensation and have tested it again on the C-HIL platform.
After integrating the non-ideal variable transmission features
to the algorithm, the reactive power seen by the controller
overlaps well the one flowing in the microgrid (Fig. 11),
except for the time delay at fast transients caused by the filter-
ing actions in the control algorithm. In addition, the frequency
overshooting is further reduced and the recovery oscillation
is damped with the help of the correction, as represented
in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 12. Improvement on frequency transients after modifying the
ancillary service (orange).

IV. CONCLUSION
In this article we have shown the development of a microgrid
co-simulation platform using the C-HIL technique, which
aims to study the integration of DER. The real-time imple-
mentation of the microgrid was discussed starting from
aspects of real-time modeling, circuit partitioning and multi-
rate system design. The proposed methodology was used to
study an auxiliary service. With the help of C-HIL simula-
tion, the intrinsic contributors to the problems studied were
identified and the corresponding modification to the ancillary
service was proposed and proved effective. The proposed
methodology offers an original starting point for study, for
all those who want to approach the problem of the study of
micro-nets in a context of RTS simulation.
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